Centre’s One Day Government Contracting Update

One of our most popular events, Annual Review: Hot Issues in Federal Contracting provides everything you need to stay current in the ever-changing field of government contracts. Use this as a refresher on the developments in contracting over the past year and as an opportunity to network with others. Gain a solid understanding of recent events and changes in the contracting world—a great way to start the New Year!

Annual Review’s Hot Topics:
- Our Fearless Forecasts for 2016
- Legislative and FAR Updates
- Election Year Do’s and Don’ts
- Labor - Recapping 2015 and Handicapping 2016
- Our popular GSA & VA Schedule Contracting Updates
- Introduction to Cybersecurity: “New and Emerging Cybersecurity Rules and Compliance Risks”
- Identifying Alternative Contracts - GWACS, ECAT, DoD, E-mall
- VA Update Including the Prime Vendor Program
- Small Business News
- Trade Agreements Act Compliance
- Protest Winners, Whiners and Losers - Avoid Their Mistakes
- And More!

Speakers:
Hear the experts from Centre Law & Consulting and guest speakers from Dept. of Homeland Security, National Contract Management Association (NCMA), Dept. of the Treasury, Professional Services Counsel (PSC), and Venable

Dates & Locations:
Tysons Corner, VA, March 3, 2016
Bethesda, MD, March 15, 2016

Hours:
8:30 am - 4:00 pm
Breakfast and Registration Open at 8:00 am

Fee: $695
Use promo code WIFCONAR16 for 5% off!